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A N  I N T R O  T O  T H E

Working in a smarter way is the major reason why you would want to

implement systems in your business.

 

Balancing your health, personal life and business ventures all at once is

tough, but having systems in place can help you handle and manage

doing all this even better. There's only 24 hours in a day and how you

choose to spend them directly impacts what your life will look like in the

near to long-term future. 

 

In business, implementing systems will help you free up time and focus on

tasks that really matter - tasks that only you can do to generate revenue. 

 

Systems will also help to provide the product and/or service to the

customer in a seamless way, by reducing manual errors and developing a

faster delivery.

 

I hope that this resource can be helpful to you. I'm constantly sharing free

resources so follow along to stay updated. 
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Marketing

Sales

Financial

Operations

Customer Support

List down all the tasks that you carry out in your business and categorize them

according to your current business functions such as : 
 

 

When identifying them, start to think about the resources required to accomplish

each task. This will then help you in the upcoming analysis phase. 

IDENTIFY YOUR BUSINESS ACTIVITIES/
TASKS
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Analyse each task and understand how it impacts and aligns with the business.

 

Prioritize tasks and list down the resources (people, tools, financial, knowledge)

required to accomplish each one. During this phase, you may notice that some

processes are duplicated, or that some tasks are no longer relevant or profit

generating, and therefore should be made redundant. Do your research on how to

facilitate or automate the task.

 

The below is a simple example:

ANALYSE THE BUSINESS ACTIVITIES/
TASKS
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TASK/ACTIVITY

PEOPLE TOOLS

FINANCIAL KNOWLEDGE

Set up Discovery Calls

POSSIBLE SOLUTION

I contact the client and
send available dates and
times.

No specific knowledge
required

No current direct cost

Embed calendar in website and clients can select from available
dates & times. To consider - Calendly vs Acuity

Email or Social Media
Platforms. 

2

Pr i or i t y
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Plot out the tasks and split into smaller sections. Create the new process from the

information gathered when analyzing the tasks. Mapping helps you to further

identify any duplication of effort and productivity blocks. 

 

A simple example continued:

 

 

MAP AND CREATE

Set up Discovery Calls

Human effort is only required
to set up the automation

Acuity cost - €10/month
Automation expert - €200

Acuity
Website
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TASK/ACTIVITY

PEOPLE TOOLS

FINANCIAL KNOWLEDGE

MAP

Automation know-how

2

Client enters
Discovery Call

page on website

Client selects 
date & time from
available timeslots

Selected date &
time is blocked
on calendar

Immediate email
or phone
notification
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Once you have mapped and created the system, you'll need to test it to ensure that it

meets your expectations. Not testing your system can eventually backfire. 

 

If the system is automated, you'll need to check that the right inputs produce the

correct outputs and that the system can handle the load you predict. Testing will help

to validate and verify that requirements have been met. 

 

Robustly testing the system requires you to outline the criteria that the system would

need to pass. During testing, you will be made aware of any bugs that might be

present, and corrective action should be taken to fix them prior to implementation.

 

All testing carried out should be documented and kept on file for future reference. 

 

TEST
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5 IMPLEMENT

Set a date and time to officially implement the system. If you have team members,

include training sessions to ensure that the system is fully understood.

 

It is at this stage that the creation of systems will impact your life. The business will

become more manageable and you'll have more time to work on tasks that are of

greater importance, such as generating revenue.

 

During this phase, you might still encounter some teething problems, however, they

should not be show stoppers as the major areas would have been tested in the

previous phase. 
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EVALUATE AND MAINTAIN
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System evaluation and maintenance is how your business moves from good to

great.

 

New tech might have been introduced or your business might have outgrown the

current system. 

 

Set a calendar reminder to review all processes every quarter, semi-annually or

annually - depending on the system's impact on the business.

 

OTHER COMMENTS

When creating a new system, go through the current systems and ensure that

there's no duplication of efforts. 

Always tailor systems to your business. Just because someone said that they

have implemented a system and it has helped them grow exponentially, doesn't

mean it will work for you too. 

The time is takes for you to create a system should not be considered as time

wasted, but as time earned. In future, the process will free up one of the most

important resources you have... time.
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